merely academic, as also war-time years, part
of a span from what became known as the transition from the setting of “World War II”
through the transition into the so-called
“Cold War.” As it has turned out, the two
warfares were for me, ironically the same.
From Smith’s 1759 Theory of
This passage of time, during the early
the Moral Sentiments:
1950s and later, was, again, as for me, the
setting of another kind of war, a war which
[S]elf-preservation, and the
had been first launched by me during the
propagation of the species, are
mid-1930s, expressed then as an adolesthe great ends which nature
cent’s rejection of the reductionist follies of
seems to have proposed in the
Euclidean geometry. I exaggerate nothing
formation of all animals. Manwhen I insist that the two kinds of war, that
kind are endowed a desire of
of economy and combat in warfare, exthose ends, and an aversion to
pressed the same issue in the end. My point
the contrary. . . . But . . . it has not
is as follows.
been entrusted to the slow and uncertain determinations of
Essentially, it was my adolescent rejection
our reason, to find out the proper means of bringing them
of anything resembling Euclidean geometry
about. Nature has directed us to the greater part of these by
which worked to my own relatively greatest
original and immediate instincts. Hunger, thirst, the passion
advantage in choosing, in effect, that course of
which unites the two sexes, the love of pleasure and the
style of life which I have led. This juxtaposidread of pain, prompt us to apply those means for their own
tion needs some explanation here, but, as I
sakes, and without any consideration of their tendency to
shall now make clear enough in due course, I
those beneficent ends which the great Director of nature indo not exaggerate in the least in making that
tended to produce by them. . . .
juxtaposition.
The administration of the great system of the universe,
Probably, some readers would presume that
. . . the care of the universal happiness of all rational and
my comparison of mathematics and warfare
sensible beings, is the business of God and not of man. . . .
has something to do with money as such. I do
To man is allotted a much humbler department, but one
not mean financial gain or the like, but, rather,
much more suitable to the weakness of his powers, and to
the notion of a successful net physical outcome
the narrowness of his comprehension—the care of his own
of a choice of culture as measured over a span
happiness, of that of his family, his friends, his country.
of entire kinds of what we might term “cultures,” as, for example, as a successful species,
as contrasted with such a “test case” as the
famous outcome for the dinosaurs.
The Encounter with Riemann
Take the case of the four successive phases of the
My adoption of Bernhard Riemann’s 1854 habilitaRoman empires, each of which has been either entirely
tion dissertation, as supplying the basis for economic
a catastrophe either from the past, or, as in the case of
forecasting, was essentially completed in outline, by
the fourth, the British Empire, an entity presently slidFebruary 1954. Deeper implications of physical princiing down into its own probable early extinction. What
ple became clear later, step by step, as you shall encounis the ultimate direction toward which the practice of a
ter these, in part, in this present chapter of the report.
species of life, or a type of human culture is destined?
For example, there had been many relevant evening
What kind of life is to be mourned, and which should
hours spent on struggling through references to the
have become despised?
work of Riemann followers Max Planck, Albert EinTo illustrate the definition of a failed society, constein, and related authors, in the Boston Public Library
sider the miserable failure which has been represented
during my first exposures to this subject during 1940by a believer in the ideology of the notorious British
41, and, later, 1946-47. Notably, these were not as much
swindler Adam Smith. Smith insisted that human life

The ‘Narrowness’ of Britain’s
Adam Smith
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